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Context 

Anti Bullying Policy 

Bullying is defined as deliberately hurtful behaviour, repeated over a period of time, 

where it is difficult for those being bullied to defend themselves. The four main types of 

bullying are: 

• Physical: includes hitting, kicking, scratching, spitting or any physical attack. It 
can also include hiding or theft of belongings, including money. Damage to 

personal property also constitutes physical bullying. 

• Verbal: includes racist, sexist or homophobic remarks or jokes. Name calling, 
teasing, ridiculing and insulting others, spreading false or malicious rumours also 

constitutes verbal bullying. 

• Emotional/indirect: being unfriendly, exclusion from social groups, tormenting, 

graffiti. Emotional bullying also includes making intimidating or insulting 

gestures 

• Cyber-bullying: malicious SMS text messages, instant messaging or e-mail. 

Malicious or threatening behaviour on social networking sites. 
 

Students who are being bullied may show changes in behaviour, such as becoming shy 

and nervous, feigning illness, taking unusual absences or clinging to adults. There may 

be evidence of changes in work patterns, lacking concentration or truanting from 

school. 

Purpose 

The aim of the anti-bullying policy is to ensure that students learn in a supportive, 

caring and safe environment without fear of being bullied. Bullying is anti-social 

behaviour and affects everyone; it is unacceptable and will not be tolerated. Only when 

all issues of bullying are addressed will students be able to fully benefit from the 

opportunities available at school. Within the curriculum the school will raise the 

awareness of the nature of bullying through inclusion in Life Skills lessons, form 

tutorial time, assemblies and subject areas, as appropriate, in an attempt to eradicate 

such behaviour. 

Relationship to other policies 

This policy should be read in conjunction with the Behaviour policy, the e-safety 

policy, the Staff welfare policy, the Safe School policy and all policies relating to Equal 

Opportunities. 

Roles and responsibilities 

The headteacher will ensure that: 
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• procedures are drawn up to prevent bullying among students and to bring these 

procedures to the attention of staff, parents and students. 

Parents and students will ensure that: 

• any bullying incident is reported to the school 
 

School staff will ensure that: 

• any incident, either reported or suspected which is affecting students in school, 

is dealt with as soon as possible by the member of staff who has been 

approached or by a member of the Pastoral Team 

• any incidents are investigated promptly 

• a clear account of the incident will be recorded in writing 

• interviews will be conducted with all concerned and records kept 

• school staff are kept informed 

• parents will be kept informed 

• in response to the incident, a variety of measures will be used as appropriate (see 

below) and in consultation with all parties concerned 
 

The Governing Body will ensure that: 

• The anti-bullying policy is regularly reviewed 

• Data related to bullying incidents are reported to the Student Support committee 

on a regular basis 

 

Implementation of the policy 

Each case of bullying will be investigated individually and the best course of action 

decided upon through consultation with those involved. A variety of measures will be 

applied in each case, which may include the following: 

 

Support measures: 

• Mediation between victims and perpetrators 

• Police counselling/advice 

• Referral to the counselling service 

• Anger management support 

• Restorative justice 

• Provision of safe havens in school 

 
Disciplinary measures: 

• official warnings to cease offending 

• detention 

• Behaviour report 

• Behaviour contracts 

• exclusion from certain areas of school premises 
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• internal exclusion 

• seclusion 

• fixed-term exclusion 

• permanent exclusion 

• Referral to the police 

 

 

Monitoring, evaluation and review 

The SFC committee will receive: 

• A termly report on bullying issues reported 

• Results of surveys carried out among stakeholders 


